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1.A user cannot consume SaaS services while working remotely. IP whitelisting is implemented to connect
to a SaaS provider as a security mechanism.
Which of the following describes the MOST likely reason why the user cannot access the SaaS resources?
A. The user is not utilizing VPN to connect to the home office.
B. The user account does not exist in the SaaS provider.
C. The user account is not assigned the correct role in RBAC policy.
D. The user account has consumed all of the available subscriptions.
Answer: C
2.After running monthly capacity reports on private cloud hosts, an engineer decides the CPU
overcommitment ratio on the cluster is affecting performance on the VMs.
If the engineer is trying to minimize costs, which of the following actions is the engineer MOST likely to
take?
A. Increase the socket count on cloud hosts.
B. Turn on ballooning on the VMs.
C. Decrease the core count on the VMs.
D. Deploy more VMs to each host.
Answer: C
3.A university is running a DNA decoding project that will take seven years if it runs on its current internal
mainframe. The university negotiated a deal with a large cloud provider, which will donate its cloud
resource to process the DNA decoding during the low peak time throughout the world.
Which of the following is the MOST important resource the university should ask the cloud provider to
donate?
A. A large storage for the DNA decoding results
B. A larger pipe to transfer the results
C. A closer datacenter to the university
D. Any available compute resource
Answer: C
4.Based on demand, an IaaS provider wants to deploy a security application for its customers.
Which of the following is the BEST technique for the IaaS provider to apply this to target systems?
A. Vendor application
B. Scripting
C. Orchestration
D. Custom programming
Answer: C
5.Government agencies currently operate their own websites, each with its own directory services. There
is a mandate to minimize IT administration.
Which of the following should the cloud services architect choose to BEST meet this mandate?
A. Set up a direct VPN tunnel between the government sites.
B. Upgrade all stand-alone systems to use mobile technologies.
C. Upgrade the operating systems on all of the web servers.
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D. Reengineer the identification and authorization process.
Answer: D
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